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English

This half term we are learning about recounts. Our model text

is a recount inspired by ‘The Hare and the Tortoise’ , told from

the perspective of an animal who witnessed the race! Our

grammar focus this unit will be using different forms of past

tense. Our class book is the beautiful The Rhythm of the Rain

by Graham Baker-Smith.

We use Read Write Inc for

spellings. Children learn a spelling

rule each Monday, and consolidate

their learning through various

activities during daily spelling

lessons. Please note whilst we no

longer do spelling tests, we are

continually assessing children’s

confidence with different spelling

rules and using this to plan next steps.

Maths

This half term we focus on fractions, including the following:

-the numerator and denominator

-comparing and ordering fractions

-fractions and scales

-fractions on a number line

-equivalent fractions

Times tables will also be taught during our maths lessons and

in discrete practice sessions. Children will be working on their

3, 4 and 8 X tables as well as consolidating their 2, 5 and

10’s.

www.timestables.co.uk is a super, free resource to use at home

to help your child practice and offers a variety of games to

help them learn.

Arithmetic is taught daily to help children build fluency with

different calculations. We also spend time looking at problem

and reasoning questions, where we will think about what the

best way to solve a variety of mathematical problems.

PSHE Curriculum

We will be teaching weekly PHSE sessions aimed at nurturing your child’s mental health and well-being. The focus of our

PSHE lessons this term is Healthy Me. Children will learn about the benefits of keeping active. We will think about

substances that can help or harm us, such as medicines and dangerous chemicals. We will also explore hazards and how to

respond to them to keep ourselves safe.

http://www.timestables.co.uk

